
TEXTILE, 
SEWING KITS 
& PROJECT KITS

Up-cycling Projects Included

Hello Home Economics Teacher!
Taragh here from The Craft Cabin, a craft supply store in Co. Cavan 
that also runs workshops for adults and kids, make personalised gifts 
and host other crafty events.

Benefits
Great quality from top brands
No wastage from over-buying
No poor substitutes
Less admin
Timely delivery
Every student gets the same
FREE patterns
FREE student wallet
FREE teachers pack
FREE videos*

OPTION 1

OPTION 2

Our Secondary Schools Service aims to help teachers easily co-ordinate textile 
projects ensuring students have the right materials, tools and support to complete 
the project efficiently.
Included in this brochure are a section of sewing kits, projects kits and individual 
textile items that we can provide in bulk. All projects can be adapted to your needs or 
new projects created to a budget. This year we also have the option for students/ 
their parents to buy the kit you choose, and we deliver in bulk to the school.

If we can help in any way, just drop us an email or call. We’d love to help you and your 
students
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Pleated mask. Includes 
elastic, fabric and 

instruction for pleating and 
turning.

Made using felt shapes and 
a variety of embroidery 

stitches. Includes 5 colours of 
felt, backing piece and 3 

embroidery shanks.

Includes pocket construction 
loop button hole and 
embroidery if needed. 

Wadding included. 

Includes selection of 
coloured fabrics, large 

and small, ric-rac, buttons 
and ribbon. 

Up-cycled from a towel. 
Included are cottons, 

threads, snap fasteners 
and instructions.

Basic envelope style 
cushion. Appliqué with 

felt and 
embellishments. 

Made using calico fabric, 
small pieces of coloured 

fabric and threads

PLEATED MASK

APPLIQUÉ

TABLET COVERHOUSE DOOR STOP CUSHION

TOTE BAG

Hoop EMBROIDERY WET FELTING

WALL ORGANISER

Includes Felt, hoop appliqué 
techniques and cutting and 

planning your design.

॰ Orders of 25 pcs or more include free teacher pack for demonstration purposes.
॰ Items like stuffing, cushion inserts, dowel rods are excluded.
॰ Packs can be collected free of charge or delivered to the school for a small fee

Patchwork Runner CROSS-STITCH 
BOOKMARK

NEEDLE FELT TRIVETS

Hanging Towel

Intermediate/ Advanced Projects
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Washable wipesOven Glove

Up-cycled from 
denim jeans. Included 

are cotton, threads 
and instructions.

Up-cycled from a pillow 
case. Included are 

cottons, threads and 
instructions.

Up-cycled from a towel/ 
tea towel. Included are 

cotton, threads and 
instructions. Makes 2.

CROSS-STITCH
TAGS / Hanging

Made using embroidery 
floss, Aida and 

embroidery needles.

(THREAD)

Made using yarns, plastic 
cross stitch material and 

ribbon

Charm pack of 5” 
pre-cut squares, calico 
backing, wadding and 

bias edging

Made using felt, roving,  
and felting needle. 

Appliqué with fabric and 
embroidery stitches used 

above.

Includes 100g roving(5 
colours), bamboo mat, 2x 
netting pieces, 1 x bubble 
wrap piece, bar of soap, 

sponge.

PENCIL POUCH



Sewing Kits 
Kit A
॰ Box of Pins
॰ Hand Needles
॰ Seam Ripper
॰ Measuring Tape
॰ Plastic Bobbin
॰ Embroidery Shank
॰ 100% Polyester Thread

Kit b
॰ Pearl Head Pins
॰ Hand Needles
॰ Seam Ripper
॰ Measuring Tape
॰ Plastic Bobbin
॰ Embroidery Shank
॰ 100% Polyester Thread

Kit C
॰ Pearl Head Pins
॰ Hand Needles
॰ Seam Ripper
॰ Measuring Tape
॰ Plastic Bobbin
॰ Embroidery Shank
॰ 100% Polyester Thread
॰ 1/2m Gingham Fabric
॰ Felt (25cmx50cm)

Above are images of our standard sewing kit (Kit B) and we have two 
others that can be made available. Alternatively, we can custom make a 
kit to your own requirements. Just let us know what you want and we can 
put them together for your students.

Project kits include all the materials necessary to make that project including a set of instructions 
and/or patterns. Every pack is inserted into a sturdy zip-lock wallet. A good quality polycotton is 
predominately used in the projects with a mix of 100% cotton on some projects, though you can swap 
fabrics if needed. A selection of colours are available, which can be chosen when ordering.
We are also happy to adapt any kit or create a new project based on a schools needs or budget. 
Sewing kits and project kits can be combined into one pack that contains all the tools and materials 
needed for the project.
This year we have introduced the facility for students/ their parents to buy the kit through our website. 
Once you decide on the project/ kit we create a bespoke web-page for your school where it can be 
purchased. We deliver all the bought packs to school by agreed date.

॰ Orders of 25 pcs or more include free teacher pack for demonstration purposes.
॰ Items like stuffing, cushion inserts, dowel rods are excluded.
॰ Packs can be collected free of charge or delivered to the school for a small fee

Beginners Projects

Project Kits
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Phone cushion PENCIL POUCHJeans BASKETEARPHONE HOLDER

With ziplock wallet and 
sewing guide

With ziplock wallet and 
sewing guide

With ziplock wallet and 
sewing guide. Colours of 
gingham and felt can be 
changed. One lge or two 
sml pieces of felt can be 
used. 

Unbranded tools, white 
thread and Trimits 
embroidery shank.

Hemline, Gutterman 
and Trimits branded 
products. Variety of 
coloured thread 
available.

Hemline, Gutterman 
and Trimits branded 
products. Variety of 
coloured thread 
available.

The following projects may be suitable for 1st year as an introduction to sewing techniques.

A weighted and stuffed 
cushion for a phone. Two 
coordinating fabric. With 
our without earphones 

pouch.

Felt and embroidery 
techniques in this pouch 
for a set of earphones. 

Felt & threads.

Up-cycle a pair of jeans 
into a selection of 
catch-all baskets. 

Ribbon/fabric

A case for a few pens 
with an elastic band 
that goes around a 

book cover.



Textiles

We are passionate about crafts in The Craft Cabin and aim to 
make our store the home of creativity! We all have different skills 
and talents but we work together to create wonderful samples, 
projects and workshops. 

Mary specialises in sewing, patchwork and cross-stitch. Tina 
loves to work on hand lettering, modelling and papercrafts. Kris 
focuses on felting, crochet and embroidery. Taragh enjoys 
decoupage and up-cycling and looks after all the uncreative 
admin!

We hope we can help you with your own creative work. 
Get in touch today!

ABOUT US

In addition to pre-made packs we also sell tools and materials in bulk. Various different brands and 
colours can be selected depending on need and budget.

Our enclosed price list details all the tools and materials available, but here is what we can provide:

॰ Metres of cottons and polycottons
॰ Rolls or pieces of felt and Aida
॰ Various sewing threads and embroidery threads.
॰ Bondaweb and interfacing
॰ Felting wool and tools
॰ Scissors, pins, rippers, bobbins and other haberdashery
॰ Fat quarters or charm pack bundles
॰ Yarn, needles, hooks and accessories

If you cant find what you want on our price list, just ask. We may have it in stock or be able to find it 
for you.

Transition Year Projects

The Craft Cabin                                +353 49 952 7424                   Email: hello@thecraftcabin.ie                    www.thecraftcabin.ie
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If you are looking for more creative or crafty projects to 
deliver during a single or double class, our short projects 
might be suitable. Or if you are looking for a group project 
for a whole class to complete over a number of weeks, 
our long-form projects might be suitable. These sessions 
can be delivered by one of our instructors or by you with 
the support of our training materials and videos


